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Specialist features &
benefits

- Built on 50 years of
specialist experience

- Simple to use
SpeedRack multi-rack
platform system (MRP)

- New MRP accessories

- New styling on MF 500
and 500 Auto TBX

- New front differential
lock on MF 400, 500
and 500 TBX

- Larger fuel tank and
storage capacities
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A tailor-made solution for every task

Where ordinary ATVs struggle to carry precarious loads of equipment required for work during
the day ahead, Massey Ferguson AgTVs take the load safely and securely.
Say goodbye to bungee cords and tie down straps, get a machine that you can tailor to meet the
specialist needs of your job.

The Unique MultiRack Platform
system – now with ‘SpeedRack’ 

With the exception of the entry level

MF 250, all MF AgTVs are equipped with

the unique MultiRack Platform (MRP)

system as standard.

Fitted both front and rear, this innovative

transportation system for tools and

materials now incorporates SpeedRack.

SpeedRack allows you to swiftly ‘slide-in’

and secure the wide range of MRP

extension racks, specialised containers

and tool holders with our simple, but

secure, pin mechanism.

Lending an ‘extra hand’ – new
MRP SpeedRack optional
accessories

By attaching the wide variety of optional

MRP accessories to any of 20 positions

around your AgTV, your machine can be

tailor-made to carry the particular

materials and tools you need to perform

the day’s tasks.

It’s like having an extra hand working

alongside you.

Plus, for the 2005 model year the range of

accessories has been increased, including

vices, rapid blinds and speed clamps, in

addition to gear cradles, bucket holders,

chainsaw holder, gun scabbards and cord

reels.

Re-styled MF 500 
– the shape of things to come

With new styling and high intensity

headlights, the MF 500 models lead the

way in combining workhorse features

with thoroughbred looks.

All MF AgTVs have exceptional
load-carrying capacity

Simple to slide-in accessories

Easy, secure attachment with just a pin
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Endlessly adaptable to suit your requirements 

MRP SpeedRack optional
accessories

The MultiRack Platform™ system is

endlessly adaptable via a wide range of

versatile and useful accessories. And the

new SpeedRack facility means you can

add extra functionality without having to

remove any rack sections.The high build

quality of accessories ranging from wire

spools to equipment locks means that all

the items fit precisely to the MRP

SpeedRack rails for rattle-free, secure

operation and a long working life.

Simply mix and match the items available

to produce the perfect partner for your

specific work requirements.

MRP backrest

MRP equipment lock

MRP weatherproof cargo box

MRP tool caddy

MRP bucket carryall

MRP cord/hose reel

MRP work base (vice not included)

MRP double speedclamp

MRP wire spool mount

MRP fender box

MPR Maxrax extenders

MRP carryall

MRP light bar

MRP expansion table
(able to take a mitre saw)

MRP gear cradle

MRP carrying extensions front and rear

MRP workbase (can be used to mount a vice)
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MRP speedclamps

MRP max rack extensions

MRP gear lock for awkward loads

MRP chain saw holder
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Workhorse features that are second to none 

The range of Massey Ferguson Agricultural All Terrain Vehicles
(AgTVs) has been designed to help you accomplish a heavy-
duty workload more comfortably. Whether they are put to
work in an agricultural, forestry, recreational land management
or other demanding environment, these machines’ rugged
construction and unique features make them the undisputed
choice for serious users.

The smoothest of rides 

When you’ve got to get from one site to

another carrying heavy loads of

equipment, the new range of four-wheel-

drive MF AgTVs will get you there with

ease and comfort.With fully independent,

A-arm front and rear suspension on all

models and competition-beating ground

clearance, they are guaranteed to

smooth out the roughest terrain.

An indispensable tool 

Cereal grower, stockbreeder, vine tender,

tree grower, landscape or nursery

gardener… Whatever your working

requirements, the range of MF AgTVs can

be adapted to suit your specific needs.

With the unique MRP SpeedRack system

available as standard on almost all

models, allowing you to fit a wide range

of accessories to suit the task at hand,

this versatile vehicle has the potential to

become one of your most trustworthy

and indispensable allies.

A smooth ride to ease a heavy-duty workload

Adapt MF AgTVs to suit your needs with the
MRP™ system
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Model Gearbox Ranges Rack Trailed Load
speeds cap. kg cap. kg

MF 250/2 5 2 136 386

MF 300/4 5 3 136 386

MF 400/4 5 2 136 477

MF 400 Auto/4 Infinite 2 136 477

MF 500/4 5 2 136 477

MF 500 Auto/4 Infinite 2 136 477

MF 500 Auto TBX/4* Infinite 2 181 477

“Start-in-gear” feature 
gets you moving quickly

s

High ground
clearance

s

Independent front and rear suspensions

Disc brakes all rounds

High density,
polyethylene skid
plate for maximum
protection that
won’t rust

*MF 500 Auto TBX also has a front mounted MRP system
- fitted with rear tipping box.

s
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Star performers with unrivalled capability

Plenty of pulling power

Our ultra-modern, single cylinder, four-

stroke engines provide plenty of power

and loads of torque at low engine revs –

making them ideal for agricultural use.

They comply with all the latest noise and

pollution standards, and ignition is fast

and convenient.With the ‘start-in-gear’

facility you just jump on, apply the brake,

turn the key and push the starter.

Available with a manual gearbox or an

automatic transmission, shaft drive and

automatic clutch, these engines offer

superb performance in all conditions,

with no loss of torque.

Automatic ease

The MF 400 and 500 Automatic models

feature an infinitely variable automatic

transmission. Smooth and simple to use,

they also benefit from full engine braking

– unlike competitive automatic

gearboxes.

Independent suspension for
increased comfort and stability

All MF AgTVs have fully independent,A-

arm front and rear suspension.This

ensures that when the vehicle moves

over a rock, for example, only the

affected wheel will lift to clear the

obstruction; the other three stay firmly

on the ground, adapting independently to

the contours of the terrain.

Smoothing the way over rough
terrain

MF AgTVs offer excellent ground

clearance, up to 254 mm, to allow for a

safer and smoother ride over the

roughest terrain.

Disc brakes for added 
stopping power

All models feature front and rear

hydraulic disc brakes, operated by a

single lever on the left-hand side of the

handlebar.This system is backed-up by an

additional foot operated caliper on the

rear axle, ensuring excellent braking and

control at all times.

Competition-beating load and
towing capabilities

The winning combination of powerful

engines, full independent suspension and

extremely effective braking means that

the MF AgTVs load-carrying and towing

capabilities are the envy of the

competition.

All the models have combined rack

capacities of up to 136 kg and the 

MF 400 and 500 models can tow up to

477 kg.

Compact, powerful engines, shown here with
highly efficient automatic transmission

Fully independent suspension front and rear for a smooth ride

Get on the move quickly with the
“start-in-gear” feature
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MF 500 TBX: the perfect load-carrying partner

The new MF 500 TBX is specially equipped with a heavy-duty
rear tipping box, which has an industry-leading payload
capacity of 136 kg.With a removable rear door, it tilts to a
maximum angle of almost 45°, enabling you to dump your load
with pinpoint accuracy.

The 500 TBX also comes with a front

mounted MRP SpeedRack as standard,

providing further carrying capacity of

some 45 kg.

Extra storage is available in fully sealed

compartments in each of the rear

fenders, each capable of carrying 9 kg,

and in the centre of the vehicle, as the

new 25-litre fuel tank is relocated

underneath the rear rack.A new seat

latch enables easy access to the battery,

fuses and toolkit storage.

Re-styled, with new high intensity headlights

for better illumination during dark winter

work, this top-of-the-range vehicle also

features a heavy-duty rear axle and extra

wide fenders and full-length footboards to

protect you from mud and spray.

Like all 400’s and 500’s the TBX has an

hydraulically operated rear service brake

that ensures improved stopping power,

while a front differential lock guarantees

ultimate traction in hostile terrain.

The fully independent suspension can be

easily adjusted to tailor response to

varying terrain and loads, and a wider

seat and extended wheelbase offers

maximum stability and driver comfort.

Fender box for extra storage

Pinpoint tipping

Custom made cage for livestock

All MF 500 AgTV's have new body styling
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Optional accessories to increase potential and protection

A wide range of accessories is available

to maximise the potential of your MF

AgTV – and your own safety.These

optional items include:

1.Winch kit 

With 1100 kg of pulling power, this

winch has the potential to haul your MF

AgTV or heavy loads out of the stickiest

situation. Operated by a handlebar

mounted rocker switch, it holds more

than 15 m of cable, with free spool

capacity for faster hook-ups, and has a

roller fairlead to prevent cable binding.

2. Angle blades

Available in either 1.2 m or 1.5 m

widths, these blades are ideal for shifting

snow or slurry. They are constructed of

high-density polyethylene and reinforced

with a steel frame for lightweight

strength, and can be angled up to 20° left

or right for added performance.

3. Windshields

These easy to fit and adjust windshields

provide extra protection against

branches and debris when you are on

the move. Made from thermoformed

polycarbonate, they are strong and

durable and have a breakaway design for

added safety.

4. CV joint protection

These tough, pliable guards provide extra

protection by deflecting loose material

from the CV boots.

5. Handlebar muffs 

Keep your hands warm and dry with

these custom-fit, quilt-insulated muffs.

They feature Velcro fasteners for quick

insulation and removal.

6. Road Lights 

Road light kits are available to enable you

to use the vehicle on public roads.

7. Fender extensions 

Constructed of impact-resistant

polyethylene, these extensions increase

protection for you from flying mud and

debris.

1. Winch Kit 3. Windshield 5. Handlebar muffs

2. Angle blade 4. CV joint protection 6. Road lights 7. Fender flares
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MF AgTV specifications

MODEL MF250/2 MF300/4 MF400/4 MF400 Auto/4 MF500/4 MF500 Auto/4 MF500 Auto TBX/4

Engine

Capacity cm3 246 280 376 376 493 493 493

Cylinder head type 2vOHC 2vOHC 4vOHC 4vOHC 4vOHC 4vOHC 4vOHC

Cooling

Type Air / Oil cooled Air / Oil cooled Air/Oil cooled with fan Air/Oil cooled with fan Liquid, with electric fan Liquid, with electric fan Liquid, with electric fan

Transmission

Gears/Ranges 5/2 5/3 5/2 Auto/Infinite 2 ranges 5/2 Auto/Infinite 2 ranges Auto/Infinite 2 ranges

Drive wheels 2 WD 2/4 WD 2/4 WD 2/4 WD 2/4 WD 2/4 WD 2/4 WD

Selectable N/A Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Clutch Auto Auto Auto Auto Auto Auto Auto

Front differential Yes Yes Yes/Lockable Yes/Lockable Yes/Lockable Yes/Lockable Yes/Lockable

Electrics

Alternator Amps 17 17 16 16 25 25 25

Battery Volts/Ah 12/14 12/14 12/14 12/14 12/14 12/14 12/14

Chassis

Suspension, front & rear Independent Independent Independent Independent Independent Independent Independent

Brakes, front & rear Disc Disc Disc Disc Disc Disc Disc

Load capacity kg 136 136 136 136 136 136 190

Trailed load capacity      kg 386 386 477 477 477 477 477

Dimensions

Length/height m 2.02/1.14 2.02/1.14 2.04/1.14 2.04/1.14 2.04/1.14 2.04/1.14 2.24/1.14

Wheelbase m 1.27 1.27 1.27 1.27 1.27 1.27 1.47

Ground clearance, min    mm 210 210 305 305 305 305 305

Seat Height mm 815 815 815 815 815 815 815

Weight kg 241 259 288 295 314 317 337

Capacities

Fuel tank Litre 18 18 18 18 25 25 25

Engine oil Litre 3.8 3.9 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.2
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Design, testing and manufacturing 

Massey Ferguson has a long tradition of innovation and engineering excellence. Based on

continual questioning and analysis of farmers’ needs, our products are designed, tested

and built, using the latest manufacturing techniques, to enhance productivity,

efficiency and convenience.

World’s largest distribution network

With a network of more than 5000 dealers in over 140 countries, Massey Ferguson can

claim to have the world’s most comprehensive farm machinery distribution network,

dedicated to providing local service of the highest calibre.

Financial support

Massey Ferguson retail finance schemes are widely available to help fund machinery

purchase. With the emphasis on flexibility, these schemes are tailored to customers’

specific business needs and to take account of cash flow and seasonal business cycles.

Depending on the market, financial options include leasing, hire purchase, contract hire

and loan facilities.

Industry-leading parts support

Through leading edge technology, Massey Ferguson is proud to boast a full range of

genuine AGCO Parts, supporting all Massey Ferguson machine ranges, from enhancements

to new products to repairs for older ‘heritage’ machines and all complying with strict

engineering quality standards. Backed by a comprehensive warehouse ordering system,

you can be sure that when you insist on the AGCO hologram you will receive

commitment from the best in the industry.


